
Outspoken
An e-book compiling the best news columns written

during Bookosmia’s experiential workshop 

‘Be a journalist’



This is a very special e-book compiling the

stunning opinions of some of the most articulate

young writers in the world post their experience

of being trainee journalists for a weekend. 

During the experiential ‘Be a Journalist’

workshop conducted by Bookosmia, they learnt

how to separate fact from fiction, do research,

investigate and to never trust everything they

read on social media! 

Hey everyone!
Your best friend, 

Sara here!
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It’s a little more complicated

than that. 70% of the Indian

population depends directly

or indirectly on agriculture

for its livelihood.

Why farming should be the
highest paying profession 
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 If agriculture is the

backbone of India’s

economy then shouldn’t

farming be the highest

earning profession?
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Many a times due to

adverse climatic conditions

their crops get destroyed.

They  must be encouraged 

 to grow drought resistant

crops which will ensure crop

production. 

The government should

make a policy to give

farmers some money as

relief if their crops fail.

The problem of small farmer

livelihood is aggravated due

to the fact that small

farmers suffer from many

production risks like drought,

flood and lack of adequate

use of inputs, leading to

large yield gaps, lack of

assured and adequate

irrigation, crop failure and

so on.

According to me, the

farmers lack appropriate

education on eco friendly

farming methods that will

fetch them better yields.
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Talk to any farmer and they

will tell you that many a

time when they get good

yields, the markets are not

accessible. 

The produce do not reach

the markets on time and get

rotten. Many a time their

crops get destroyed before

reaching the buyers. 

Everyone stands to lose

here but the worst hit are

farmers for whom

harvesting is only seasonal. 

The farmers, despite

working hard, barely get

any profit to run their

homes and farms. In such a

situation, what do you think

a farmer can do? 
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So next time you ponder

on the merit of what their

produce is worth, ask

yourself, ‘If this is an

agrarian economy, why

are farmers ending their

lives?

 

As the people who put food on

our plate, don’t they deserve to

be paid accordingly?
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Laksha is very passionate about writing

from a very early age. She has won

various creative writing competitions in

school and elsewhere. Apart from

writing, she is very fond of dramatics.

She enjoys being on the stage and

performing for an audience. She is a

student of Word Munchers and Sushila

Birla Girls school. 



The Covid-19 pandemic has

led to a dramatic drop in

global greenhouse

emissions which suggests

that reduction of pollution is

still under human control.

A note to global warming deniers-
It is real and it can be controlled
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 If you are one of those who

constantly deny ‘climate

change’, this is for you. If

you believe in global

warming and think we can’t

do anything about it, this is

for you. 
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 From natural calamities 

 like  storms, heat waves,

floods, and droughts to

wildlife extinction, dirty air,

dangerous sea levels, to

many more, we will be

heading into a disaster if we

do not take global warming

seriously.  

According to  research

done by the Goddard

Institute of Space Studies, 

 the temperature has risen

a little more than 1 degree

Celsius since 1880. Well,

why should it be a concern

because 1 degree does not

affect us at such a large

scale, right? Wrong!

Future predictions say that

the rate will increase even

more in the future causing

drastic changes to our

environment.
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 Contrasting to that are

renewable energy that are

now in demand as

developed countries urge

the seriousness  of climate

change. 

The atmosphere has evolved

since the very second that

Earth was formed. 

We spent centuries using 

 non-renewable energy like

oil, coal, natural gas. Now 

 they are heading towards

depletion and it will take

millions of years to replace

them. When these fossil

fuels are burnt, they release

carbon dioxide and other

greenhouse gases that are

harmful for the environment.
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We need to bring a positive

change by our actions and

responsibilities to give the

future generations a better

atmosphere and world to

live in.      

Our generation is the only

generation that can bring

about a change and if not

now, things will only get

worse.
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Yashvi is  fond of reading non fiction

books and her favourite author is

A.P.J.Abdul Kalam. She also writes

short stories and poems on various

topics. She is a student of City

Academy, Birmingham. 



Fairy tales are very

important in a child’s life.

They help in the

development of a child's

imagination. They introduce

the meaning of existence to

the child.

 Why every child must grow
up listening to fairy tales
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If you think the Snow

Whites, Cinderellas and

Little Red Riding Hoods

are irrelevant today, think

again. 
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When listening to fairy tales,

children are often deeply

affected by their contents

and at the same time, their

imagination develops and

takes on new shapes. Thus,

fairy tales affect a child's

emotional, physical and

mental development. 

They teach proper

behaviors, and what is

more, familiarize children

with the moral norms

existing in society. 

Fairytale inspired

fantasizing gives children an

ability to present the effects

of their own creation by

inventing new stories or

transforming the already

familiar literary works.
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cross the borders of the real

world; hence, it helps  them

have a fantastic, imaginary

time, just like the child's

favorite character. 

In addition, fiction teaches

the child the difference

between good and evil,

truth and lies. 

Children modify their

understanding of the literary

work that is read to them

and practice the ability to

connect separate events. 

Simultaneously, they

develop their concentration

skills and develop good

habits which are especially

important for further

education and learning.

Imagination is an important

element of the life of every

child as it allows them to 
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Therefore, fairy tales are a 

 factor comprising all kinds

of a child's experiences

and related feelings and

should definitely be told to

a child every night.

 

Thanks to fairy tales, children

seek a moral characteristic

that is so important in the

world-justice but they also

understand the circumstances

around it. 
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Sahana is a  student of class 7.  Her

hobby is reading books. She is a

student of The Indian School,

Manama, Bahrain.  



How would you start to help

yourselves? The first step is

to look where you have

wronged. Instead of

belittling everyone or

looking for someone to

blame, take a good look at

yourself. 

Seek God but don’t forget to take
accountability for your actions 
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“God help us”, “Oh Jesus”

or “Hai Allah”. At the first

sight of trouble we seek God

for help but along with faith

there is something that is

majorly missing - making

ourselves accountable for

our actions. 
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We must ask for help when

we are down but after

receiving guidance, we

need to stand on our own

two feet and fight the

journey of life.

Now this is going to sound

hypocritical of me but doing

the little things isn’t enough. 

When we are healthy, happy

and living our best life, we

must not forget that there is

an equal amount of people

who are unhappy, unhealthy

and living a life they never

imagined to be living. 

 When looking at a problem

see how it helps you but do

not ignore how it can be

used to help others. It’s the

little steps that matter. 

If the milk is going sour the

next day, instead of

throwing sour milk the next

day, you could give that

spare milk to someone who

cannot afford it. It will make

their day. 
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Smile!

It gives you positivity which

radiates around. Much like

a sun’s warmth radiates

throughout this world. 

These radiations give us the

power to fight through our

ocean of emotions.

Even though many say life is

a race, it is not. Life is a

scavenger hunt. Behind

each bush there is a hidden

opportunity. 

There are some tasks that

need to be done alone.

However, there are also

other tasks where we need

the help and guidance of

others.

Even if you can’t do much,

there is one thing you can

do that won’t cost a thing.
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By smiling and radiating,

we are keeping our

surroundings positive and

motivating ourselves to

fight for a better tomorrow. 

 

Science textbooks say,

“Energy is not created nor

destroyed. it can only be

transferred.” From one

object to another, from one

human being to another. 
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Diya loves reading and subjects like math

and science because they are logical. She

enjoys watching movies and learning more

about the world. She likes to understand

people's opinions on various things like

religion and culture even if she doesn’t 

 agree with them. She is a student of Word

Munchers and goes to Ascend

International School



 But most of all, they had

stripped our lifestyle. 

After 1947, India was

supposedly a free country

with a life of its own, yet is

it? 

Dear Indians, let’s not be
embarrassed by our heritage 
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1947, freedom. 

A time when we were liberated from

the rude and boorish behaviour, of

the Britishers from the past; who had

tainted and stripped our wealth, our

economy, our resources, our identity,

our culture, and our heritage. 
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Though the texts do contain

some fictional allegory to

make history/itihasa more

memorable, as they were

passed down orally. E.g.

You wouldn’t find a simple

reality of a king arriving at

Sri Lanka to retrieve his wife

without demons and flying

chariots, interesting, would

you?

The imprint of our relatively

recent colonizers was too

deep-seated. Now, people

are too ashamed to talk

about anything, considered,

Indian. 

Applying vibhuti makes you

ritualistic and religious,

despite all its perks and

spiritual benefits.

Mahabharata, Ramayana

and the rest of our ancient

history is considered

mythology, which hardly

anyone knows or pays

attention to. 
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Wearing Indian clothes is

uncool and old-fashioned,

unless you have an excuse

to wear it by the courtesy

of some festival or event. 

Many great people of the

past, like Swami

Vivekananda had

awakened India and

showed us the path, but we

have again descended into

a slumber.

Many think Sanskrit is just

some random code for

some priest to chant in a

puja. 

The truth is it has been

proved to be the perfect

language with all its

thoughtful meters, syllables

and sounds by, ironically ,

western science. 
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Why not imbibe  our history

and culture, experience what

it is truly to be a citizen of

Bharat? All the ancient

civilisations like the Mayan,

Egyptian and Mesopotamian

civilisation have

disintegrated, but not our

Bharat. 

It’s time we dig deep and

find out why, and in the

process, find ourselves. 

Is Sanathan Dharma,  just

another name for Hinduism?

No. It isn’t. It has nothing to

do with religion, but life and

existence itself. 

Sanathan Dharma is a way

of life that must be followed

to be in harmony and sync

with the universe. 
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Don’t be ashamed. Don’t be

embarrassed of the truth

just because someone else

who can’t understand it,

demeans you. 

What I shall conclude with is

that, every Indian who reads

this, I implore you to

research, learn and

experience your roots and

culture.
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Siddhant is a storyteller by heart. He

is passionate about writing, poetry,

filmmaking, art and animation. He

also loves nature and ancient Indian

history. He is a student of Word

Munchers. 



"It is the age of information. Social media platforms

have turned each one of us into a ‘Citizen

Journalist’. This is immense power in every

individual’s hand. That is why it is important to

understand what journalism is and how

professional journalists do their job as the

watchdog of democracy. 

This workshop introduces youngsters to the basics

of news gathering, sourcing information, fact

checking inputs, editing, news writing and other

such skills associated with being a media

professional.  More than that, it teaches them to

treat every bit of information with responsibility.

Whether a youngster goes on to become a journalist

or not, the way the person looks at news and

processes information will undergo a big change.

Why is this workshop relevant? 
Why should youngsters learn about journalism? 

KR GURUPRASAD
Former sports editor of DNA.

Author of ‘Going places-India’s small
town cricket heroes’ published by
Penguin.

Journalism experience of over 16 years.  



"I really enjoyed attending the workshop and

learned a lot from it. The investigation, press

conference, news writing were all so thrilling and

interesting! The workshop was a fantastic one.

-Suhani Khamka, 12 from Kolkata

This workshop has given me an opportunity to see

how a journalist's life is. I am really glad I took this

workshop

-Sahaj Patel, 15 from Vadodara

 

FEEDBACK ON THE WORKSHOP BY OUR
TRAINEE JOURNALISTS 



"Opinion is the medium between knowledge and

ignorance," said Plato. In the post-truth world that

we live in, it is imperative for a mind, more so a

young one, to distinguish fact from fiction and form

strong truth-based opinions. 

It is, therefore, heartening to see the young aspiring

journalists and writers honing this crucial craft

through their columns in the 'Outspoken' ebook

published by Bookosmia. 

What is also encouraging to see is the range of

issues being covered by these young writers. It is

evident that there are some brilliant thinkers and

writers ready to unleash their potential, and use

facts and truth to be the voice the world badly

needs to hear.

Appreciation for the workshop pouring in from
some of the best journalists in the country.

Vinay Umarji
Chief of Bureau, 
Business Standard -
Ahmedabad
Senior journalist with over
15 years of experience  



Do you also want to be a part of

these unique workshops where

you get a real live newsroom

experience?

Check out these workshops on

Bookosmia.com for the summer.

Limited seats only.  

For details call : +91 761-9127444

 



Bookosmia is a global writing platform for young minds

(under 17s) that publishes entries from across the world.

From remote villages in India to Colorado to Munich. From

adventurous magical stories to cute butterfly poems to

serious essays to beautiful artwork to heartfelt book

reviews- we are amazed by it all! With over 100 unique

stories published every month, we are a safe and preferred

destination for kids whether it is to read, listen, write or

watch their favourite stories.

Bookosmia is a global movement to make kids feel heard!

@bookosmia Www.bookosmia.com @book_osmia
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